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Inreco Kft was established in 1995 with the participation of Danish and Hungarian investors, with the prime intent of introducing and promoting the environment friendly and cost effective technologies already in practice in the European Union. Following years of tough work and step-by-step development Inreco successfully set foot in the road rehabilitation business. Today, Inreco is one of the well-established players in the road construction industry. It is part of Inreco Group with affiliates operating in Denmark, Hungary, Czech Rep., Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine and Romania.
From the foundation, Inreco Hungary Kft has been devoted to the principle of Sustainable Development and to the utilisation of environment cautious technologies. In the market segment of these special technologies, such as Cold Milling, Hot and Cold Recycling, Soil Stabilising, Inreco became market leader in Hungary.
To our clients we offer services in standard and specialised civil engineering. However, the flagships of our business activity are the repair, rehabilitation and reconstruction of existing roads with HOT and COLD RECYCLING technologies.
HOT REMIX technology has been successfully utilised by Inreco for many years in Hungary. Several hundreds of square meters of asphalt surfaces - binding and wearing courses alike - has COLD REMIXING is relatively young technology compared to Hot Remixing, not less important though. The first test jobs were carried out in the end of the nineties, but the acceptance of this cost effective and environment friendly technology was rather slow. Today it is mainly used on upgrading of side roads and repairing municipality streets. However, considering European practice, Cold Recycling can also be cost efficient on highway jobs. been completed on motorways, main roads and side roads in excellent quality. The Hot Remix equipment, uniquely in Hungary, is Inreco’s own asset residing in the country.
[image: ]STABILISING technology we offer to our clients on construction jobsites where load-bearing capacity of the earth under-structure is insufficient. Our technology can improve mechanical characteristics with pulverised and chemical additives. Stabilising is highly cost and time efficient compared to removing and replacing instable soil layers, hence the growing demand on jobsites like road and railroad construction, new logistic facilities, shopping centres and parking lots.
COLD MILLING technology is one of the most important in our business portfolio. Our expertise and technical background is unmatched in Hungary, which ensures that our milling team can tackle any kind of milling job to the client’s utmost satisfaction. Our milling machines are of the highest standard Wirtgen made machines.
With our IMPACT TECHNOLOGY we can carry out concrete cracking and demolition jobs with very high productivity. This powerful technology is also suitable for deep compaction of earthworks.
Inreco Hungary kft is a significant pillar of the Hungarian Asphalt Recycling and Road Rehabilitation business sector. Strengthening our role in the industry has always been a primary concern for the management. Therefore, we put great emphasis on continuous development and on improving production quality. Inreco was certified as ISO 9001 company in 2002 and we maintain this status ever since. Our Quality Assurance Policy focuses on client satisfaction, environment protection and continuous technological development.
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